Eaton Filtration, LLC

PART NO.: 3T1506G.3T1506G

6. MATERIAL: 316 SS
   C. CORROSION ALLOWANCE: 0 INCHES
   H. DESIGN PRESSURE: 195 PSI
   W. DESIGN TEMP. TEMP.: 20°F AT 150 PSI
   Y. DESIGN TEMPERATURE: 200°F
   V. DESIGN PRESSURE: 150 PSI

5. DESIGN DATA:
   4. SHIPPING WEIGHT: 90 Pounds
   3. ALL HOLES ARE TO MEASURE MATERIAL CENTERLINES.
   2. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES.
   1. UNITS ARE TO BE DESIGNED AND FABRICATED 4

REV. DATE

8. CHANGE

C. CIRCLE

A. NP1 3000# Coupling
   B. 6/9/09 ADDED P/N FOR "Y" & "W"
   V. 9/24/09 NEW ISSUE

CUSTOMER

STANDARD

10/06/98

DRAWN

A. 10/06/98 Checked

APPROVED

10/06/98

REV

C. 6/7/92

ENGINEERING STANDARD ES--

TORQUENCES UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
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